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Nakajima Ki-84 Hayate
by Steve A. Evans

Technical Data
Nakajima Ki-84 Type 4 Fighter Hayate (Frank)
Scale: 1/32nd
Manufacturer: Hasegawa
Kit No: ST24
Material: IM
Price: £OOP

Stunning box art drags you in and the plastic
inside is well worth the money, it’s all
gorgeous looking stuff in there
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The detail work on the exterior mouldings is truly superb. This
might just be Hasegawa’s finest ever!

Th

e Nakajima yonshikisentouki or Army Type 4
Fighter, Hayate, thankfully shortened to just
‘Frank’ for us un-educated Westerners, was a truly exceptional
machine. Flown post-war by the Americans
with good spark plugs and excellent quality, high-octane fuel, it was found to have
a top speed in excess of 420mph and could
easily out manœuvre the late war P-51K’s
and P-47N’s it came across. Luckily for the
Allied pilots of the time, the Hayate (literally ‘Gale’ or ‘Ill Wind’) suffered from poor
production standards, troublesome engines
and oil coolers that just couldn’t cope with
the prodigious heat output of the powerful
radial engine. The Nakajima Homare (literally ‘Honor’ or ‘Praise’) Ha-45 engine came
in three basic flavours; the original Ha-4511 of 1,650hp, the Ha-45-12 of 1825hp
and the Ha-45-21 of 1,950hp. Even though
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The interior is easy to build and just look at how sharp the
plastic is

these engine were troublesome, when they
worked they worked very well indeed, making the ‘Frank’ a serious opponent, even in
the hands of fairly inexperienced pilots. The
aircraft also came in three basic variants; the
Ki-84 Ko was the main production variant
armed with 2x 12.7mm Ho-103 machineguns in the nose and 2x 20mm Ho-5 cannon
in the wings. This was supplemented by the
Otsu variant with 4x 20mm Ho-5 cannon and
finally the rare Hei version, which had the
20mm nose guns but provision for 30mm
Ho-113 cannon in the wings. Although if the
30mm cannon were fitted it was almost always just a single gun in the starboard wing.
In plastic form we’ve had quite a few
little Ki-84s to keep us amused including
in 1/144th one from F-Toys and Minicraft,
in 1/72nd there’s offerings from Revell and
Hasegawa, in 1/50th you have Tamiya’s
rather odd one, in 1/48 you’ve got the older
Arii and Otaki versions with the newer and

The instrument panel is beautiful and it has a great looking
decal on the sheet if you don’t want to paint

Painted and weathered with Eduard seat belts, this really does look the business
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The central spar is key to keeping it all aligned

Main component subassemblies build remarkable quickly

much more impressive Hasegawa edition,
but in 1/32 you’re looking at the very rare
and utterly delightful Swallow/Tomy kit or
Hasegawa’s later work to choose from. The
Hasegawa range of 1/32nd kits is always
made to a very high standard but for some
reason, this particular kit has just a bit more
sparkle than many of the others. The box
itself is just gorgeous, with typically evocative and beautiful artwork. It doesn’t matter
which one of the versions you’ve got, all of
them have stunning pictures to entice you
in. Once you’ve dragged yourself away from
the art, you get a box load of medium grey
plastic, produced and laid out in typical
Hasegawa fashion. There are 122 parts and
another 12 in clear plastic, all of which are
beautifully moulded. I know that mine is
one of the original versions and therefore
the moulds are still pristine, so that there is
absolutely no flash or mould lines to worry
about. You also get an eight-page fold-out

The engine is a simple build, just these eight parts but the detail keeps it looking good
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The joints of all the main parts are close to
faultless
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instruction sheet, perfectly drawn as always
with good part location and detail painting
guides as you work your way through the
various sub-assemblies. In this particular box
you also get two large decal sheets, one for
all the coloured bits and another for all the
white portions and backing decals for the
others which is interesting but could be a
problem as layering decals one on top of the
other can sometimes be a bit troublesome.
There are three versions on this particular
sheet, all with suitably dramatic tail designs.
One has the big white ‘Home Defence’ bands
while the other two are a little plainer but no
less impressive, typically Japanese. Returning
to the plastic, the moulding is really good,
with raised details and fully etched panel
lines. Some of the internal detail is exceptionally well done with not a hint of any
mis-moulded bits like sink-holes and sprue
short-shots.
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A simple wire harness and dry-brushed silver paint job is all it
needs to get it looking like an engine

Construction
This begins with the cockpit. This is a
nineteen-part sub-assembly with separate
side-walls, floor and front and rear bulkheads. It’s done in typical Hasegawa fashion with some great detail and quite a few
additional levers and control gear. The main
instrument panel is beautifully moulded and
the detail is easy to paint, although there
is an excellent decal to use if you’d prefer.
As there is nothing else to go in there, once
the cockpit is painted and assembled you
can close up the fuselage halve. This joint is
just about perfect without the need for filler
at any point. The wings are next and once
again Hasegawa have supplied a central spar
to keep everything aligned and at the correct
angles. This system works very well in this
scale and in two minutes the wings are built.
The fit of the wings to the fuselage is just
stunning, as when connected correctly to the
aforementioned spar, the wing-root joint all
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The fat oil cooler and the engine cowl are a little tricky to
get properly aligned but it’s important to take the time to
get it right

The canopy comes in three parts, each fits just like it should,
ready for the paint job

Colour

but disappears. The tail and rudder fit just
as well and then it’s on to the engine. The
cooling gills come in two versions; open or
closed, which is just about the only physical choice you have to make on this kit. The
engine itself is made up of 8 pieces, all very
nicely moulded. The only addition that is
really needed is for the wiring harness, as the
open radial cowling gives a good view of the
front of the engine cylinders. The cowling
itself is made up of just two parts, the main
piece being slip moulded so there are a couple of fine mould lines to remove but nothing too taxing. The engine has a little key on
its mounting block so it only goes on one
way and the whole lot gets jammed onto
the front of the fuselage. You have to take
a little care here, as you need it all carefully
aligned before the glue sets. I ignored the
exhaust stubs for the moment as they can be
fitted later, after the paint, but they do need
to be hollowed out with a sharp blade. This

Halfords Grey Plastic Primer, the perfect
base coat
leaves just the large oil cooler to be fitted for
the nose to be complete and we’re almost
to the painting bit but first, the canopy. This
is supplied as a three-part affair and can be
positioned open or closed. It’s very clear and
with good framework it’s easy to mask. The
front and rear sections are fixed into place
permanently, while the canopy gets a few
drops of PVA to hold it in place temporarily.
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In this particular box you get three machines to choose from and they are all dark
green over grey/green undersides, which is
a little boring but understandable as this
was the most common colour. There is one
obvious choice in there though and that’s
the one with the white, Home Defence
bands. This aircraft, from the 47th Fighter
Regiment, 3rd Squadron, flew from Narimasu Airfield during early 1945 and is the
one depicted on the glorious box art. The
underside colour is IJA Grey from White Ensign, which sprays beautifully, so it’s a pity
that the company is now defunct. Hopefully
someone will resurrect the paints from their
Colour Coats range? The upper surface was
going to get the tatty paintwork look, so
that started with a coat of Alclad II Duralumin. I used White Ensign again for the
Nakajima Army Green, which is a bit lighter
than the standard IJA colour. This followed
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The odd Green-Grey IJA colour is perfectly captured by the
sadly defunct White Ensign

by the rest of the markings as there was
no way I was going to use the huge white
decals in the kit. Halfords Gloss Appliance
White is the one for that, while the Hinomaru are Audi Laser Red. This leaves the
anti-glare panel and identification stripes
to do and the decals can provide the more
complicated tail markings later.
Then it’s on with the chipping process.
It’s not quite as random as the damage first
appears because there are rules to follow.
Anything sticking up will get worn down
and any irregularities will pick up the damage first. That means that the sharp edges
along panels and the dimples in the skin
where the rivets and fasteners have pulled
tight will always show up first and will take
the major portion of the wear. In the case
of many Japanese aircraft, it does get rather
more random with the self-destructing paint
that obviously doesn’t want to go flying and
falls off at the slightest provocation, but you
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Alclad II lacquer, in this case Duralumin, is the base coat for
the following chipping process

get the gist of it. The actual scraping is done
with a collection of tools: cocktail; sticks,
knife blades, needles and wet and dry. It’s a
brutal process, relying on the toughness of
the Alclad II lacquer below the paint, to resist
the attack and shine through. Notice that
the damaged areas of paint are confined in
close to the fuselage, where the crew stands
and that there is more damage on the left
than the right. This is usually the case where
pilots have the habit of getting in on that
side. Believe it or not that’s a leftover from
the days of cavalry, where they always got on
the horse from that side. But why the left?,
well because the vast majority of people
are right-handed and would therefore wear
their sword on the left hip. You try getting
on a horse with the sword in the way! Once
I’d attacked it to my satisfaction and it was
looking decidedly flaky, it was time to finish
the weathering process. The usual big three
come into play here: Tamiya Smoke for the

White Ensign again and the Nakajima Army Green. Look how
neat and tidy it looks, not for long though!

panel lines, pastel dust for grubbiness and
streaks and a dark grey all-over wash to get
it very dirty indeed.

Decals
The sheets are printed to the modern Hasegawa’s usual impeccable standard and are
in perfect register with good colour and
density. The standard of printing is obvious when you look at the little bits like the
instrument panel and the tiny Japanese Kanji
characters for the stencilling. I used only a
handful of them in the end but with a coat
of Johnson’s Klear under them they worked
as well as anything. With a single brush of
softening solution they conformed to all the
little nooks and crannies and left not a hint
of silvering anywhere. Top stuff from Hasegawa and even though I might have a lot
more to say on the matter if I’d tried to use
all the big white bits and the yellow stripes,
I’ve certainly got no complaints. One thing to
5

mention is that you even get little extra decals like the buckles and release mechanism
of the pilot’s harness as silver metallic decals,
which is a really excellent touch.

Finishing
For me, the end process will nearly always
begin with the fitting of the undercarriage
and its doors. This gives the model something to stand on properly for the rest of
the work. The main units are a sloppy fit
in the wings so a little slice of plasticard is
added to the stub attachment of each leg
to take up the slack, otherwise the fit of the
doors and actuators is excellent and problem free. The main legs need a brake line,
made from fuse wire but there are no real
additions necessary to the rest of the excellent wheel bays and doors. The flaps are
separate items that attach without drama
as does just about every other bit, including
the gun barrels, the drop tanks and sway
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The chipping process after the marking have been applied, is
a little brutal but very effective

The main units need some help with the loose fit but the wire
hydraulic line and flattened tyre will complete the look

Pro Modeller Dark Grey Weathering Wash is the weapon of
choice for me to bring it all together before the final surface
finish is applied. Grubby…nice!

braces, the hollowed out exhaust stubs and
the big four-bladed propeller.
The final surface finish is well-thinned
Xtracolor XDFF Flat varnish for a really good
matt coat, leaving just the cockpit transparencies and aerial wires to attach. The wire is
2lb fishing line, with some little wire springs
and acrylic paint for the insulators, while
the canopy is simply de-masked, touched
up and plonked into place, lovely! The last
pieces are the replacement clear light on the
wing tips, which are tiny and need careful
handling but with them in place that’s a
good looking Frank.

Verdict
I’ve had this kit stuck in my attic since its first
release, way back in 2004 as I’ve always been
seriously impressed with this aircraft and I’m
just as impressed with Hasegawa’s big-scale
plastic version. The parts are all beautifully
formed and have some excellent detail. It
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all fits together just like it should and the
shapes and angles look spot on to me. There
is plenty going on with the interior, you get a
great looking engine to play with and some
fetching colour schemes as well. If you don’t
fancy this box of it then there are another
two different ones to try, as well as a whole
host of aftermarket stuff available.
So, all in all a very pleasing looking kit
and a pleasure to build, well done to Mr
Hasegawa and his multitude of minions,
first class work.
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